Phase plays a crucial role in many quantum effects including interference. Phase is normally defined in terms of complex numbers that appear when representing quantum states as complex vectors. Here we give an operational definition whereby phase is instead defined in terms of measurement statistics. Our definition is phrased in terms of the operational framework known as generalised probabilistic theories, or the convex framework. The definition makes it possible to ask whether other theories in this framework can also have phase. We apply our definition to investigate phase and interference in several example theories: classical probability theory, a version of Spekken's toy model, quantum theory, and box-world. We find that phase is ubiquitous; any non-classical theory can be said to have non-trivial phase dynamics.
I. INTRODUCTION
In quantum theory different phases φ i can be associated with different branches of a superposition by polardecomposing the complex amplitudes of each branch: |ψ = j r j e iφj |j . Whilst they are not observable in the basis {|j } in question they can have significant consequences for measurements in other bases. This plays a fundamental role in many of the most strikingly nonclassical behaviours of quantum theory, including interference. Phases moreover play a crucial role in decoherence [1] and quantum thermalisation [2, 3] . There is evidence that they lie at the heart of the apparent exponential speed-up of quantum computers, in that many key quantum algorithms can be phrased as performing phaseestimation [4] . It has also been argued that instantaneous quantum polynomial-time (IQP) circuits, which change only the phases of the separable input state with respect to the computational basis, are likely to have stronger computational power than classical computers [5, 6] . Accordingly understanding the phenomenon of phase should be a key aim of research efforts in quantum foundations.
The definition of phase in terms of the exponent above is not operational in its nature, as it is not defined in terms of measurement statistics but in terms of the theoretical model. This means that it is a priori not welldefined to talk about phase in experiments involving systems not governed by quantum theory. Yet there is currently great interest in parts of the quantum information/quantum foundations community in investigating theories in a wider framework than quantum theory. A key motivation for investigating such theories is to understand quantum theory better by investigating what happens if some restriction from quantum theory is relaxed. For example there is much interest in investigating whether any fundamental physical principle would be violated if non-locality were to exceed Tsirelson's bound, which quantum theory respects [7] [8] [9] . It is standard to use a framework called general probabilistic theories (GPTs) for these studies (the framework is also called the convex framework) see e.g. [10, 11] . With this paper we aim to lay the foundations for studying phase and its impact e.g. on computing in GPTs.
We define phase operationally. As phase is inherently a relative property of two states, we focus on phase transforms, which would in the quantum case be transforms that change the φ j but not the r j . This means in the quantum case that the phase transforms leave the statistics of measurement in the basis {|j } invariant. More generally, in the GPT framework we define the phase transforms of a measurement as those which leave the measurement statistics invariant. As in quantum theory, one can label the phases of a state by associating it with the phase transform that creates this state from some arbitrary reference state with the same values of r j (in quantum theory, this reference state is usually one where all φ j = 0).
We apply this definition to the quantum case where the standard notion of phase is recovered for maximal measurements, meaning measurements which distinguish a number of states equal to the Hilbert space dimension. We also investigate phase in (i) classical probability theory, (ii) Spekkens' toy theory-a hidden variable model which emulates many quantum effects [12] , and (iii) box-world, a theory which allows for non-locality beyond Tsirelson's bound [11] . We find that a GPT theory has non-trivial phase transforms with respect to maximal measurements if and only if it is non-classical. We discuss the connection between phase and interference.
A generalised definition of the phase group was proposed and studied in two papers by Coecke, Duncan, Edwards and Spekkens, formulated in a different framework based on category theory, employing diagrammatical calculus [13, 14] . Our definition of the phase group in the GPT framework turns out to coincide with that other definition in both quantum theory and Spekken's toy theory (as we will show later in the paper). On the other hand we find that the phase group can in some theories be nonabelian whereas Coecke et al. ' s definition demands that it be abelian. This apparent contradiction may be simply resolved if these cases are not covered by the other framework (it is to our knowledge not known whether the theory containing gbits can be formulated in the other framework). It may alternatively be that the definitions are simply different in general; this question deserves further study and is likely to illuminate the relation between the two frameworks more generally.
A description of interference in the GPT framework has been presented by Ududec, Barnum and Emerson [15, 16] , who focus their attention on triple-slit experiments, building on the work of Sorkin and others on hierarchical families of interference [17, 18] . Sorkin shows that in quantum theory the set of output states (i.e. interference patterns) that have passed through all three slits can be fully described by considering combinations of states that have passed through just two of the slits, but Ududec shows for general theories this is not necessarily the case. These works taken together suggest studying phase-related effects in more general scenarios is both possible and fruitful, and so here we propose a systematic approach giving a general operational definition of phase. Our discussion of interference focuses on the relationship between phase and the total set of interference dynamics. One can perform a decomposing analysis similar to Sorkin or Ududec by making use of the framework we present here. Within the total group of phase transformations, one must identify subgroups that can be associated with a smaller subset of slits, using reasoning such as locality arguments [19] .
We proceed as follows. Section II gives a technical introduction to relevant aspects of generalised probabilistic theories (GPTs). In section III we propose a definition of reversible phase dynamics: "phase groups" in GPTs and apply it to Spekken's model and gbits. In section IV we extend this to include irreversible phase dynamics, proving that phase dynamics are non-trivial iff the theory is non-classical (using the standard GPT definition of nonclassical). Section V discusses the relation between phase and interference in GPTs.
II. TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION
We begin by describing GPTs, with a focus on the three examples of a classical bit, a qubit and a gbit. We then describe toy theory of Spekkens, which is a priori different, and show how it can be treated in the GPT framework.
A. Generalized probabilistic theories
We will find it convenient for our purposes to use the representation of GPTs from Ref. [11] . A GPT is defined by a tuple of a state space, effects and transformations. A state s is completely defined by a list of probability distributions such as:
where ∀j, {p(a 0 |M j ), · · · , p(a lj |M j )} is a probability distribution, namely, ∀i, 0 ≤ p(a i |M j ) ≤ 1 and
Each probability distribution {p(a 0 |M j ), · · · , p(a lj |M j )} is understood as follows. For a state s, if we "measure" M j , we obtain the "outcome" a i with probability p(a i |M j ). The definition of a state implies that, by "measuring" M 0 , · · · , M K−1 and obtaining the probability distribution of "outcomes" for each M i , we can specify all properties of the state. Such a set of "measurements" {M 0 , · · · , M K−1 } is referred to as a set of fiducial measurements. In quantum theory, any informationally complete set of measurements can be fiducial measurements. The set of all states is called the state space.
A measurement in GPTs is defined by a set of vectors { e i } i satisfying that for any state s, 0 ≤ e i · s ≤ 1 and i e i · s = 1, that is, e i · s gives the probability to obtain the outcome i when the state is s. Each vector e i in a measurement is referred to as an effect. A fiducial measurement is a special type of measurement such that their effects are represented by vectors of which all elements are zero but one element is one such as (1, 0, 0 · · · )
T where T denotes a transposition.
We also define a maximal measurement. Let N be the maximal number of states that can be distinguished by a single measurement. A maximal measurement is a measurement that can deterministically distinguish N states by performing the measurement only once. In quantum theory, N is equal to the dimension of the Hilbert space and any rank-1 projective measurements are maximal measurements. Whether or not a set of effects yields valid probabilities is dependent on the theory. The most general set of effects for a qubit measurement (see eqns A2 and A3 in Appendix A) can lead to probabilities below 0 or above 1 if applied to some (non-quantum) states, such as (1, 0 | 1, 0 | 1, 0)
T . Finally, reversible transformations in GPTs are defined by any linear maps that transform a state space to itself. Since all such automorphisms form a group, reversible transformations in GPTs are described by a group, G.
In the following, we present three examples expressed in the framework of GPTs. We summarize the state space and the automorphisms of each example in Fig. 1 .
Classical bits-A classical bit (such as would be required to describe a coin flip) has a trivial structure, composed only of one measurement M such that the state can , and the state space is a line (see Fig 1a) The states (1, 0) and (0, 1) correspond to the system being definitely in the M = 0 (heads) or M = 1 (tails) states, respectively; but if we are uncertain of the state of the bit (such as if we flipped a coin but hid it under our hands before checking the outcome), then it can be in a probabilistic mixture of the two. The allowed reversible transformations are to either flip the bit, or leave it unchanged: the cyclic group of degree two, C 2 . Qubits-A state of a normalised (density matrix of trace 1) qubit is characterized by fiducial measurements {X, Y, Z} that correspond to measurements in each Pauli basis [20] . A state is represented by s = (p(i|W )) {i=0,1;W =X,Y,Z} . Note that as p(1|W ) is given by 1 − p(0|W ), the statistics of a qubit measurement can be determined by just p(0|W ).
The commutation relations between the Pauli operators lead to the uncertainty restriction on the state space
. Hence, the state space is given by a 3-dimensional ball (see Fig. 1b ). Reversible transformations are represented by rotations of the sphere, that is, O(3). By requiring complete positivity when the qubit is embedded into a larger system, reflections are not allowed in quantum theory [21] and one restricts the reversible transformations to SO(3).
Gbits-Gbits are a generalization of qubits, which do not have constraints on the state space. Consider m fiducial measurements {X 0 , · · · , X m−1 } such that each fiducial measurement has n outcomes. Such a system is called an m-in n-out gbit. A state is given by s = (p(i|W )) {i=0,1,··· ,n−1;W =X0,··· ,Xm−1} and p(i|W ) takes values between 0 and 1 as long as it satisfies i p(i|W ) = 1. In particular, 3-in 2-out gbits have been studied by analogy with qubits. Similarly to qubits, p(1|W ) = 1 − p(0|W ). Since there is no constraint on states, the state space is a cube (see Fig. 1c ).
The allowed reversible transformations are any maps which transform a cube to a cube (i.e. its automorphism group), which is the polyhedral group of order 6, T 6 . Note that a polyhedral group T 6 is isomorphic to the semidirect product of the symmetric group of degree 4, ς 4 , and a reflection C 2 , namely, T 6 ∼ = ς 4 ⋊ C 2 . This can be easily seen from the fact that any actions of T 6 can be expressed by permutations of four diagonal lines ς 4 and a reflection C 2 . In analogy with quantum theory, we can consider a theory that does not include any reflections. In such a case, transformations are simply given by ς 4 . More generally, the state space of m-in 2-out gbits is given by an m-dimensional hypercube and the transformations are ς 2 m−1 ⋊ C 2 where ς 2 m−1 is the symmetric group of degree 2 m−1 . Due to the lack of symmetry, a non-quantum state space generally has more restrictions on the allowed transformations than a qubit. In Ref. [22] , it has been shown that all reversible transformations of gbits correspond to relabelling of the outcomes or the individual gbits, leading to the conclusion that the reversible computational power of gbits cannot exceed that of classical computational power.
B. Spekkens' toy model
In this section, we discuss a popular hidden variable model first introduced by Robert Spekkens, which has properties similar to quantum theory [12, 23] .
For a single Spekkens' bit, we consider a hidden variable which can take one of four possible values, which we label 1, 2, 3 and 4. We constrain our knowledge of the system such that we can only determine the state of the system down to one of one of two possible different states. We label a state where the hidden variable could be in i or j by the expression i ∨ j. If we were to visualise the ontic system as being a ball in one of four possible slots arranged in a grid, we can only ascertain which row, or which column or which diagonal the ball is in (but never more than one of these facts simultaneously).
It is possible to, by analogy with a qubit, assign labels to these states of knowledge such that they represent the outcome of one of three possible binary measurements (X, Y and Z). A full set of possible labels for the single bit case is shown in Table I . These states are known as the epistemic states of the system, as they describe our knowledge of the system.
Measurement
Hidden Visual outcome variable representation The model has a well-defined measurement update rule, such that when a measurement is made on the state, we randomise the hidden variable, so that it is equally likely to be in either of the possible ontic states corresponding to the measurement. This means, for example, if we were to measure the state Z = 1 (1 ∨ 2) in the X basis, we would (with equal probablity) get a value of X = 1, putting our system into state 1 ∨ 3, or get a value of X = −1, putting our system into state 2 ∨ 4. In this sense, an uncertainty principle is built into the modelas we can never know the exact position of the hidden variable, we are restricted to knowing at most one of X, Y or Z simultaneously.
Allowed reversible transformations in this theory correspond to the permutation of the hidden variable. As the hidden variable can take four possible outcomes, this is the simplex group S 4 . We note that if the operation g ∈ S 4 acts on the hidden variable g : i → g(i), then the operation on the epistemic states is to take i ∨ j → g(i) ∨ g(j). We note that because g ∈ S 4 , each i is taken to a unique value, and so if i = j, then g(i) = g(j). Hence, acting on the underlying hidden variable with S 4 , we map valid epistemic states to valid epistemic states.
Representation in the GPT frameworkThe hidden variable is a single classical measurement with four possible outcomes (a 4-simplex), and its normalised state-space in the GPT framework is the hull spanned by the ontic states
T . However, as these ontic states are never directly measurable this is not the most practical convex representation in which to consider the behaviour of Spekkens' toy model. Instead, we recall that there are three allowed binary measurements for a single Spekkens' bit, and so we can plot the four ontic states in a 6-dimensional representation corresponding to the outcomes of these three binary measurements: Figure 2a in the expectation value picture. In this representation, each axis directly corresponds to the outcome of a different choice of measurement. These representations are isomorphic to each other, and so the set of homomorphisms on the ontic state space (and hence the set of allowed reversible transformations) is the same for both of them. In the convex framework, an equiprobable mixture of two states is represented as the half-way point on the line between the states. Thus, we can place the labels for states i ∨ j on the lines between points i and j and so label the epistemic states of the theory as in Figure 2b . We note that in this representation, the epistemic states will have all the correct statistics for the model: each corner of the octahedron takes an extremal value for one measurement, and is totally mixed in all the others. Further more, if one were able to prepare a pure ontic state, and then perform any of the typical epistemic measurements, the state would project to the correct epistemic state in each case.
The allowed reversible transformations of the model must conform to the symmetry group of the hidden variable tetrahedron, rather than the embedded octahedral. From this visualisation, it is clear to see why some transformations are allowed and others are forbidden in the model: not all symmetries in the octahedron are also symmetries of the tetrahedron. For example, consider the cyclic rotation of X+ → Y + → X− → Y − → X+, whilst keeping Z+ and Z− unchanged. This would be an allowed symmetry of the octahedron; but is actually forbidden in the Spekkens' model, as can be seen by the action this would have on the hidden variable: such a 90
• rotation around the Z axis is not a symmetry of the tetrahedron, but would rather take the ontic state space onto the mirror image of itself.
By construction, the state space of an octahedron embedded within a tetrahedron shares the measurement statistics and transformation rules of Spekkens' toy model, and so is a valid representation in the convex framework.
III. PHASE GROUP
In this section, we generalize the concept of phase in the context of GPTs. We first consider phase in quantum theory in Sec. III A and then generalize it into GPTs in Sec. III B.
A. Phase group in quantum theory
For simplicity, we deal with a pure state |φ in a Hilbert space H = C D with dimension D. The state |φ expanded in a given basis Υ = {|u a } is given by |φ = r a e iφa |u a where amplitudes {r a } define the probabilities when the measurements are performed in the basis Υ. We define a set of unitaries G Υ Φ that only change the arguments of the complex coefficients in the basis Υ, that is,
The set of unitary operations G Υ Φ forms a group and we refer to the group as a phase group associated with the basis Υ.
The elements of the phase group associated with the basis Υ do not change the probability distribution of measurement outcomes performed in the basis Υ. Based on this interpretation, the phase group G Υ Φ in quantum theory is understood as follows. Let Υ = {|u a } be a basis in a Hilbert space H. The phase group associated with the basis Υ = {|u a },
is the maximum subgroup of a unitary group of which all elements U Υ k satisfy that ∀|φ ∈ H and ∀a, k,
More generally, we can consider phase groups associated with a positive operator valued measure (POVM) {M i }, such that 0 ≤ trM i ρ ≤ 1 and i trM i ρ = 1 ∀ρ, M i , where ρ is a density matrix with trace 1. There is a neat characterisation of the phase group with respect to these more general measurements: Let H be a Hilbert space and B(H) be a set of states. The phase-group associated with a POVM {M i } is a subgroup of the unitary group acting on the Hilbert space and all elements should satisfy
which implies
Thus we see that the phase group associated with a POVM consists of the maximal set of unitary operators that commute with each element of the POVM. If all elements in the POVM {M i } are commutable (∀i, j, [M i , M j ] = 0), the phase group is given by
where {|m k } is the common eigenbasis of the POVM {M i }, so it takes the same form as the phase group of a projective measurements.
By considering phase groups with respect to all POVMs, one can extrapolate between the group of all unitaries and the identity. The phase group with respect to any informationally complete measurement is the identity. Consider for example choosing to measure in the eigenbasis of X, Y or Z at random when measuring a qubit (without forgetting which measurement was chosen). When one outcome is assigned to each of the six possibilities X = ±1, Y = ±1, Z = ±1, these probabilities uniquely specify the state such that no phase transforms are possible. Conversely, the phase group with respect to the single outcome {M } = ½ ('is there a state?') is the full group of unitaries.
B. Phase group in the GPT framework
We generalize the idea of the phase group for any GPT.
Definition 1 (Phase group G Φ ). Consider a given GPT with a state space and group of allowed reversible transformations, G. Let { e i } M i=1 be a measurement. The phase group G Φ associated with the measurement is the maximal subgroup of all transformations T ∈ G that leave all outcome probabilities of the measurement invariant, that is, for any states s and ∀i,
The phase groups are characterized by the measure-
. In particular, the number of effects in the measurement, M , determines the amount of freedom in the phase group. In general, larger M imposes more restrictions on the group so that the phase group tends to be smaller.
A special type of phase group is one associated with a maximal measurement. There may be alternative definitions one may consider, but for concreteness and clarity (particularly in Section IV B) we refer only to the following definition:
Definition 2 (Maximal measurement). A maximal measurement is one which distinguishes the maximal number of pure states possible for the theory in question.
In the following sections, we show the phase groups in three example state spaces: classical bits, qubits and gbits.
Classical bits-For a single classical bit, the phase group of a maximal measurement is composed only of an identity operator since there exists only one fiducial measurement. In this case, we say that the phase group is trivial as it only contains the identity operator.
For a set of N > 1 classical bits, it is possible to have a non-trivial phase group for non-maximal measurements. For example, if we measure the parity of the system, permutations of the bits and bit-flips made only in pairs will not change the parity, and so these operations are in the phase group of the parity measurement.
In an even more trivial example, if we have a system of two bits and make a measurement on the first bit, any operation on the second bit will not affect the first bit, and so such reversible transformations on the second bit are in the phase group of this non-maximal measurement. What sets apart quantum theory from the classical sceneraio is not that non-trivial operations are possible, but rather that they are possible even when the measurement is maximal.
Qubits-For qubits, the phase group G Φ is a subgroup of SO(3). We first consider a phase group associated with a maximal measurement. Since the state space for qubits is isotropic, we just consider the phase group associated with the Z measurement without loss of generality. A transformation that does not change a probability distribution of outcomes of the Z measurement is a rotation on the X-Y plane, namely, SO(2) with an axis in the Z direction. The corresponding unitary operations are diag{e iφ0 , e iφ1 } in the Z basis, so that it coincides with the phases in quantum theory.
Gbits-We consider the phase group in m-in n-out gbits and demonstrate that non-abelian phases appear in m-in 2-out gbits for m ≥ 4 (or m ≥ 3, if reflections are included in the theory's group of allowed transformations). We also show that the phase group depends on the choice of measurement since a state space for gbits is not isotropic.
3-in 2-out gbits-We first consider the phase group associated with a fiducial measurement { e 0 , e 1 }:
which corresponds to the Z measurement. Then, the phase group does not vary p(i|Z) (i = 0, 1) and changes only p(i|X) and p(i|Y ) (i = 0, 1). Since p(1|W ) = 1 − p(0|W ), the phase group is composed of transformations that mix p(0|X) and p(0|Y ). Recalling that the phase group G Φ is a subgroup of T 6 ∼ = ς 4 ⋊ C 2 , the phase group associated with the Z measurement is given by a group of the symmetry of a square, which is a dihedral group of order 4, D 4 . On the other hand, when a maximal measurement is not the fiducial measurement and it is given by
W p(0|W ) should be invariant under the action of the phase group. Then, the phase group is given by rotations along the axis vector (1, 1, 1) in the state space, which is a dihedral group of order 3, D 3 (or alternatively the group of a 3-simplex, S 3 ).
We also consider the phase groups associated with nonmaximal measurements composed of M effects. As a trivial example, when M = 1, the measurement is given by { 1 3 (1, 1 | 1, 1 | 1, 1) T }. Thus, the phase group is equivalent to all transformations, that is, G Φ = T 6 . When the measurement contains M = 4 effects given by
it is straightforward to see that the phase group consists only of a reflection with respect to the X-Y plane and the identity element since the phase group can vary the probability distribution of the outcomes of the Z measurement.
Thus, the larger M results in a smaller phase group. The M determines the degree of freedom that should be invariant under the action of the phase group. Note that, the phase groups are in general non-abelian for m ≥ 3 if we allow a reflection as a transformation. However, if we take an analogy with quantum theory and exclude reflections, then all phase groups in 3-in 2-out gbits are abelian.
4-in 2-out gbits-A state of a 4-in 2-out gbit is given by s = (p(i|W )) {i=0,1;W =X0,X1,X2,X3} and the state space is a 4-dimensional hypercube. The transformations of the 4-in 2-out gbits are given by ς 8 ⋊ C 2 : the set of all maps from a 4-dimensional hypercube to itself. We show that there exists a non-trivial non-abelian phase group for 4-in 2-out gbits.
Firstly, we consider the phase group associated with maximal measurements. When we take one of the fiducial measurements as a maximal measurement, the phase group is given by a polyhedral group of order 6, T 6 . To see this, consider a phase group associated with the X i measurements. The phase group changes the probability distribution of other fiducial measurements. Then, the phase group in 4-in 2-out gbits associated with a maximal measurement X i (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) is equivalent to the group of all transformations of 3-in 2-out gbits, which is given by T 6 . If we take a maximal measurement that is not one of the fiducial measurements, the phase group differs from T 6 . For instance, when the maximal measurement is given by { The phase groups T 6 and S 4 are non-abelian groups since they represent a symmetry of a cube and that of a tetrahedron, respectively. The symmetry group of d dimensional objects is non-abelian when d ≥ 3. Thus, m-in 2-out gbits (m > 3) have non-trivial non-abelian phase groups.
Nonetheless, there exist abelian phase groups in the 4-in 2-out gbits. Let us consider the non-maximal mea-surement given by
In this case, the action of the phase group preserves the measurement outcomes of X 2 and X 3 . The remaining state space is a square defined by two variables p(0|X 0 ) and p(0|X 1 ). Hence, the corresponding phase group is the rotational symmetry of a square, which is abelian if we exclude reflections. More simply, we could also consider a set of six effects giving the probabilities associated with measurements X 1 , X 2 and X 4 , such that the phase group C 2 corresponds only to flipping the probabilities associated with X 3 .
Spekkens' toy model-In Spekkens' toy theory, if we consider the phase group formed by fixing one measurement (such as the Z direction), we obtain the subgroup of permutations (12)(34) which do not change the epistemic states associated with Z. This group, Z 2 ⊕ Z 2 , corresponds to either swapping the top two ontic states or swapping the bottom two ontic states. This phase group is in agreement with the group of allowed operations as described by Coecke et al. [14] .
It might be possible to consider a more exotic measurement in the model, where we measure on the diagonal axis associated with the effects s 0 = (1, 0 | 1, 0 | 1, 0) T . The most extremal points in the octahedral phase-space are equiprobable mixtures of , and and the equiprobable mixture of , and . In both state spaces, the whole system has three-fold rotational symmetry about this axis, plus three planes of reflective symmetry: exactly the symmetries of a triangle. Thus, we see that such a measurement has the phase group S 3 .
We remark that in the tetrahedral space there is an asymmetry, as the second of these states is also an extremal point in the tetrahedral space, whereas the tetrahedron extends beyond the first to include the corner state (1, 0 | 1, 0 | 1, 0)
T -this means that although we may be able to measure to distinguish between these two states, there does not exist a valid linear operation in the framework which can exchange them.
One possible interpretation of such a measurement and its associated phase group would be to say that the extremal points of our measurement are caused by a threeway mixture of measurements, which we could perform by choosing uniformally randomly which of the three primary bases (X, Y or Z) to measure (assuming that making any of these measurements will collapse the system to a "pure" epistemic state on the octahedron) and then taking our result, but discarding any information about which basis we used. From this process, it's clear that we have the freedom to permutate the labellings of the bases without affecting our result (which makes it almost selfevident that the phase group should be the permutation group S 3 ), so long as we make sure for each constitutent measurement, we're only comparing the outcomes made in the same basis.
IV. IRREVERSIBLE PHASE DYNAMICS
As well as reversible dynamics, which lead to the natural group structure as discussed in Section III, it is possible to consider other operations that may be inherently non-reversible, but still preserve the evaluated output with the a set of effects of some measurement. We refer to this sort of operation as being part of the phase dynamics-where the term "phase" is drawn by analogy with the measurement-preserving nature of the operation. As these operations have no unique inverse they do not form a group structure, but rather form a semi-group, much like the set of completely-positive maps acting on a density matrix in quantum mechanics.
A. Examples
Quantum decoherence-In quantum theory, this is analogous to decoherence. Consider the state corresponding to a pure X eigenstate:
Consider the operation D that replaces all X and Y statistics with (1/2, 1/2) (such as, for example, flipping the X state with probability 1/2, or leaving it unchanged, with probability 1/2) will change the state into the maximally mixed state:
Considering the effects of the Z measurement e 0 , e 1 , (defined in Eqns. 8 and 9), we see that e i · s = e i · s mixand so the statistics associated with such a measurement is unchanged. In quantum theory, this would correspond with replacing a coherent superposition in some basis with a classical mixture displaying the same measurement statistics for one basis.
One can also consider applying different elements of the phase group with some classical probability. As none of the phase group operations disturb the measurement associated with the phase group, the composite operation will also preserve this measurement. For example, if one combines the operations of a small unitary Z rotation around the Bloch sphere with some small random chance of making a jump across to the other side (i.e. a 180
• Z rotation) the joint transformation corresponds to a path inwardly spiralling around the Bloch sphere, preserving the Z statistics.
'Measurement setting' on a gbit-A related operation that is mathematically possible on a gbit (but not realisable on a qubit), is to always set the X statistics of a system to (1, 0) without changing the statistics of any other measurements (in some ways making the state 'more pure'), such as by the operation P , Apart from considering examples of theories and whether they have non-trivial phase dynamics one may hope to make a more general statement concerning which features of a theory endow it with non-trivial phase.
We define as is standard a theory as classical if a state is uniquely specified by the statistics for a single measurement with which it is possible to distinguish N pure states (using the standard definition of N ).
We define the phase dynamics associated with a measurement as the set of all dynamics which leave the statistics of the measurement in question invariant. (Note that this may include irreversible dynamics).
Theorem. Phase dynamics associated with a maximal measurement are non-trivial iff the theory is nonclassical.
Proof. We break it up into two cases. (i) theory is classical: In this case a maximal measurement having its statistics frozen means the full state is frozen, thus the only allowed phase dynamics is the identity ½, which changes no state. Thus if a theory is classical only trivial such dynamics exist.
(ii) theory is non-classical: We need to show that nontrivial phase dynamics always exists in this case. We take without loss of generality one of the fiducial measurements of the state vector to be maximal (implying it has N outcomes). We take, without loss of generality, the first maximal fiducial measurement to be the one frozen. As we know K > N there are still some free parameters associated with one or more additional fiducial measurements.
Consider the following transform: take the first maximal measurement. Take N effects: e 1 |, e 2 |... e N | (note that the bra-ket notation is now used for real vectors). Take N states |µ 1 ...|µ N such that e i |µ j = δ ij ∀i, j. Let the transform be
We want to show:
1. T always exists in a non-classical theory and is allowed (making the implicit assumption that any dynamics taking states to states are allowed).
2. T constitutes phase dynamics of the maximal measurement: it leaves the measurement statistics invariant.
3. T is always non-trivial: it changes at least one state.
1. To prove that T always exists we note the following. We can take 
These effects always exist and always yield probabilities summing to one for any states. We can moreover take
These are always allowed states as we have assumed the state space contains N maximally distinguishable states associated with the first fiducial measurement. We see that e i |µ j = δ ij ∀i, j. T is an allowed transform as it is a matrix and takes states to states: it takes any state to a mixture of the |µ i states, which is allowed as the states are allowed and all mixtures of allowed states are allowed. 2. T is an example of phase dynamics associated with the first fiducial measurement by the following argument. Consider an arbitrary state |η . Then the probability of any outcome of the frozen measurement is given by e i |η .
After the transform we have
As T preserves the statistics of the measurement it is in the set of associated phase dynamics. 3. T is always non-trivial. If there is a classical system there are some free parameters apart from those defined by the statistics of the maximal first fiducial measurement. For some particular distribution of the first measurement at least two possible states exist, call them |η 1 and |η 2 . Yet T will output the same state for both of those input states:
which is because the final state is uniquely determined by the probabilities of the maximal measurement for the input state. Thus T must change at least one of the states |η 1 and |η 2 .
V. INTERFERENCE
In this section, we show that in quantum theory the phase group plays an important role in systems that are said to exhibit interference. Thus we formulate quantum interference in the GPT framework, and extend this process to be applicable to all GPTs.
A. Quantum interference
Young's double slit experiment-In a singlephoton version of the Young's double-slit experiment, the output measurement is no longer a binary variable, but instead encapsulates a continuous range of possible positions where the photon could land on the screen. The common physical meaning of the term 'interference' describes the pattern which forms on this screen, which can not be determined just by considering the sum of spatial distribution probabilities from each slit in turn.
Adding a piece of glass in front of one of the slits changes the overall pattern, without changing the output distributions seen if each slit is considered on its own. Some part of the set-up has been changed without disturbing the output distribution statistics of each slit-the addition of glass to change which interference pattern we observe is therefore a phase operation.
Mach-Zehnder interferometer-A simpler example of a device exhibiting interference is the MachZehnder interferometer (MZI) as illustrated in the single qubit circuit presented in Fig. 3 . Consider an initial state prepared in the computational basis: |0 . Through unitary operations, the initial state is transformed to:
where
is the Hadamard gate. We perform a measurement on the final state |f in the computational basis {|0 , |1 }. The probability to obtain outcome Z = ±1 is P (Z = ±1) = 1±cos φ 2
, which gives different probabilities as a function of the phase shift φ. Just as in Young's double slits, the Z measurement statistics for the output of the MZI may be considered to be an interference pattern. Had the beam-splitters simply mixed the photon in a decoherent manner, then the output distribution would not depend on φ.
B. Quantum interference in the GPT framework
The MZI circuit can be described in the GPT framework as follows:
The initial state |0 is represented by:
The unitaries U H and 1 0 0 e iφ can be described by their actions on the probability vector: 
which is a representation of SO(2) on the space of probability vectors, where λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 , λ 4 can be any numerical value, as when T acts on a normalised probablity vector, these unphysical degrees of freedom always disappear. A clear (but still arbitrary) choice would be λ 1 = λ 2 = 1, λ 3 = λ 4 = 0, such that when φ = 0, the matrix has the form of the diagonal identity matrix; but it should be noted that even for other choices of λ, the matrix will have no effect on the probability vectors when φ = 0.
The final state s f is therefore given by:
Performing the Z measurement, we obtain the outcome +1 with a probability 1 2 (1 + cos φ) and the outcome −1 with a probability 1 2 (1 − cos φ).
C. Interference in other GPTs
By analogy with interference in quantum theory, we define interference in general based on Eq. (31). We assume that for one of the measurements in the theory, Z, we are allowed to directly prepare states in and measure (e.g. position). We then also require the existence of at least one 'beamsplitter'-like transformation T H (and its inverse T
−1
H , which might be equal to T H ) which relates the statistics of Z with some of the other statistics of the state (and vice versa). The simplest case is to swap the Z measurement statistics with the statistics of some other measurement. Finally, we need a set of transformations {T Φ }, which is the phase group associated with Z.
Definition 3 (Interference in GPTs
where g e ∈ G E Φ , and T H is defined as above (e.g. a Hadamard gate).
If the statistics of E in state s f depend on the choice of phase group element g e , then we say that the theory demonstrates non-trivial interference, and the statistics of E in s f are the interference pattern associated with the choice of g e .
We see that the phase group is naturally related (by conjugation with T H ) to the set of allowed interference patterns.
3-in 2-out gbits-We show that by this definition, 3-in 2-out gbits can exhibit interference. Let G Z Φ be the phase group associated with the Z measurement and T H be (identically to the quantum Hadamard): 
For initial state s 0 , we consider the evolution
Φ -the phase group of Z (the 8 automorphisms of a square, consisting of 90
• rotations around the Z-axis and reflections in the planes XZ and YZ).
We explicitly label the elements of G 
We can think of g II: The probability distributions to obtain Z = +1 or −1 for the different phase group elements g Z i in a 3-in 2-out gbit.
Prob. to obtain +1 Prob. to obtain −1 g
set of transformations, and the final states of Hg Finally, by performing the Z measurement on our output state, we obtain the probability distribution presented in Table. II. For some input states, the final measurement outcomes will depend on our choice of g e , so this procedure has the ability to display different interference patterns. We note that the output statistics do not distinguish between the application of phase group members g which has some of the same behaviour as quantum the Hadamard gate. If we want the gate to be self inverse, and map X = ±1 to Z = ±1 and back again, the best we can do is a permutation 1324 swapping around the second and third ontic states. Unlike the quantum Hadamard, this transformation will not change Y states. Acting on probability vectors, this gate is expressed: 
The phase group of permutations preserving Z measurements is the set of four permutations (12)(34), which is a form of Z 2 ⊕ Z 2 , represented as transformations on probabilities as: on a generic input state, we obtain a probability distribution for outputs as listed in Table III. TABLE III: The probability distributions to obtain Z = +1 or −1 for the different phase group elements ge in Spekkens' toy model.
However, it should be noted in Spekkens' toy model (as it is for qubits), if we prepare an initial state to have a well defined outcome in one of Z or one of Y outcomes, then the other measurement will be uniformly randomand so from the outcomes in Table III , at best we will only be able to tell three possibilities of g e apart, even after performing repeated tests.
D. Interference in branching interferometers
There is one class of interferometer we call branching interferometers, in which a particle is directed down one of many possible paths, disjoint in space. The MZI is a branching interferometer with two such paths, but this can be generalised to higher number of 'branches' of the interferometer. The particle travelling through the system could be directed down paths spatially a long distance away from each other. It is natural by reasons of non-signalling to forbid local operations that cause the particle to jump from one disjoint branch to another, and thus the set of allowed operations after splitting must be in the phase group of the 'which branch' measurement.
In such a system, it is tempting to consider a set of operations that act on one of the branches in a local manner (such as adding a piece of glass on one branch). For example, in quantum theory on a three-branch system, one could execute an operation U upper = diag e iφ1 , 1, 1 on the upper branch, U middle = diag 1, e iφ1 , 1 on the middle branch, or U lower = diag 1, 1, e iφ3 on the lower one, and all three of these elements will contribute towards the total phase group. It can be shown that no operation performed on the middle branch will ever adjust the relative phase between upper and lower branches, for example, and so we say that some set of operations are localised to a sub-region of the system. However, for theories with non-abelian phase group elements, it is dangerous to trivially consider specific members of the phase group as local operations. Consider a non-abelian phase group G Z , with two elements a, b ∈ G Z such that [a, b] = 0. If we say a applies at some point on the upper branch and b applies at some point along a disjoint lower branch, we note that because a · b = b · a, the order in which these operations are applied will, for some states, affect the final statistics when the branches are brought back together.
FIG. 4:
A two-branch interferometer shown in two frames of reference. A and B are space-like separated, and so the order in which these they are applied depends on the observer. If A and B do not commute, then different final events will be seen by the different observers.
As illustrated in Fig 4, if the measured statistic is the Z measurement of the particle's position after a beamsplitter, triggering a cascade in a particle detector, it is reasonable to assume these statistics should be Lorentz invariant. For two spatially disjoint operations on the branches, because of relativity of simultaneity there will be frames of reference in which the operations occur in different orders, and thus predict different output statistics. This violates the assumption of a single objective reality (that is, will potentially affect parameters which should be Lorentz invariant), and thus unmodified non-commuting elements of the phase group can not be considered as local operations happening on different branches.
This does not rule out non-abelian phase group elements within a branch locally. Consider {a 1 , . . . a n , b 1 . . . b n } ∈ G z where [a i , a j ] = 0 and [b i , b j ] = 0 but [a i , b j ] = 0. Here, it would be possible to assign the sub-group of operations {a} to be local to one branch, and {b} to be local on another without running into simultaneity problems, because all the non-commuting elements are time-like separated and so have a well established ordering.
It is possible to add other physical conditions on local actions in branching interferometers. This results in more restrictions being placed on the choice of g e ∈ G Z φ , and is discussed in depth in ref. [19] .
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
We defined phase operationally using the GPT framework. This allowed us to investigate phase in theories other than quantum theory. We found that phase is ubiquitous, in the sense that any non-classical theory has non-trivial phase transforms (where phase is defined with respect to a so-called maximal measurement). We determined the groups of reversible phase transforms for examples of theories other than quantum theory, finding for example that some theories have non-abelian phase groups (with respect to maximal measurements), unlike quantum theory. We discussed how phase relates to interference in GPTs.
The aim of this work was to lay the foundations for studying phase in GPTs. We now anticipate that these definitions and methods will be used to investigate connection between phase and other phenomena, such as computational speed-up and thermalisation.
Consider the basis states {|e , |e ⊥ } where |e = (cos α, e iβ sin α) T and |e ⊥ = (sin α, −e iβ cos α) T . We wish to derive the effects associated with these states.
One method is to consider rotating the states {|e , |e ⊥ } into the {|0 , |1 } basis, with some transformation T , and then making a Z measurement using the effects associated with the Z measurement.
To do this, first we construct a unitary operator T in Hilbert space that transforms the general states to the computational basis such that T |e = |0 , and T |e ⊥ = |1 :
There is more than one transformation that will operationally switch the states |0 0| with |e e|, etc. but we have arbitrarily chosen the state that does not add an additional phase term to simplify the mathematics. For a general pure state: |ψ = cos
iφ |1 , we see |ψ → |ψ ′ = T |ψ is given: Thus we see that, as expected from quantum theory, the expectation value matrix has been acted on by an element of SO(3).
We rewrite this element in terms of the action upon the probabilities. We note that X = 2P (X = 1) − 1, and embed the transformation into the bigger matrix 1⊕T expt such that it acts on the vector (1, X , Y , Z ), where the first element 1 is a normalisation term. Thus, we can convert the transformation on expectations to one acting on probabilities and vice versa sing the transform C, and its inverse C We leave in the unphysical excess parameters A,B,C where A + B + C = 1, which arise from an extra degree of freedom in our transformation resultant from a restriction on the state vectors to form a set of probabilities.
It is hence possible to construct the general action on the probability vector T prob , as shown in (Equation B1 in Appendix B).
Thinking of an effect as a co-vector associated with a state, we write the effects associated with the Z measurement as e + = (0, 0 | 0, 0 | 1, 0) and e − = (0, 0 | 0, 0 | 0, 1), and post-multiply them by T prob . These matrices should not be mistaken for the unitary operators acting on a Hilbert space-they are transformations operating on the probability vectors.
For a state initially in s 0 , where
we see these transformation has the following effect on the statistics: 
